Endorsements of Dr. Christian Overman’s Work
“Your visit with us in November was a turning point in our ministry…I can’t think of any other way the
we would have been able to achieve change in our people’s minds…We are seeing the direct results
of your teaching in the way we are conducting everything from decision making to our everyday
operation in all areas of ministry.”
Junior Zapata, Executive Director, America Latina Christian Schools,
Guatemala City, Guatemala

“Your seminar was a significant milestone in my quest for understanding…the clarity of your
presentation helped things to fall into place…”
Participant in seminar, London, England

“We were so impressed that we brought Christian and Kathy Overman to Houston to videotape their
course for our Distance Learning modules. [Dr. Overman’s course] is so important that we are making
it a core required course to precede all other subjects in our Training Center. We highly recommend
this course for your church!”
Dr. Ralph W. Neighbour, Jr., Director, Touch Glocal, Houston, Texas

“I pray the Lord will continue to open every door for Worldview Matters to get your message to the
masses. As the cultural sweep toward postmodern thinking continues to infect our educational
institutions, home and churches, the need for what you are doing is greater today than ever.”
Chuck W. Colson, Founder BreakPoint and Prison Fellowship, in a personal letter to
Christian Overman dated April 16, 2003

“I endorsed you after we met the first time because I was so impressed with you and your wife, and I
loved your interest in worldview. Now I feel that God has brought us together so that we can support
one another in our common goal to spread worldview teaching, and to explain to people why
“worldview matters.”

Chuck W. Colson, Founder BreakPoint and Prison Fellowship, in a personal letter to
Christian Overman dated February 19, 2009

“After taking the ‘Think Again!’ workshop and reading ‘Assumptions That Affect Our Lives,’ a window
of understanding has been opened in my brain. Bits and pieces of past experiences, information that I
had misformulated, and the new truths I have learned in this workshop were all put into better focus—
like a puzzle coming together. I feel like I have had an ‘Enlightenment’ experience.”
Participant in Think Again! workshop, Portland, Oregon

“It is the opinion of ACSI [Association of Christian Schools International] and the CIS/Baltics region
[former Soviet satellite nations] that the assistance that Christian and Kathy Overman will provide…is

strategically important for the overall development of distinctly Christian education in the CIS
[Commonwealth of Independent States] and the Baltics.”
Raymond LeClair, Regional Director, Association of Christian Schools International,
Commonwealth of Independent States and Baltic Countries

“The Department of Education of the Uzhgorod City Council would like to express deep respect and
gratitude to Mr. Christian Overman for the consultations he conducted, and for the materials and
methodological assistance he provided for the teaching of such an important subject as the
foundations of Christian morality for the schools of the city of Uzhgorod. We are deeply convinced
that the wonderful work that Mr. Overman does is very needed in our country…We look forward to
continued cooperation with Mr. Overman.”
O.I. Mateleshka, Head of the Department of Public Education, City of Uzhgorod, Ukraine

“I just wanted to let you know what a blessing your ministry is to those incarcerated…Your “Think
Again!” Workshop provided them with an introduction to the solid platform of truth and evidence on
which our faith in Jesus Christ as the risen Lord stands…I have heard many good reports from the
men about how much they were blessed…The inmate I sat next to…came in a seeker and left a
brother. He was so stunned by what he had just learned and accepted by faith…I look forward to our
next outreach together.”
Randy Schulz, Washington-Alaska Field Director, Prison Fellowship Ministry

“More productive time I have not spent. I want to help my students to a deeper, life-long relationship
with God. You have given me tools to do this.”
Teacher who attended a seminar in Medford, Oregon

“I've read the book [Assumptions That Affect Our Lives] several times.
Each time I read it, I get more out of it.”
Dwight Olson, CEO, Olson Investment Advisors, Seattle, Washington

“…a terrific presentation, great graphics, and profound ideas.”
Dr. Al Erisman, Co-founder, Center for Integrity in Business, Seattle Pacific University

“…you have in your hands the finest and most practically helpful publication ever produced on this
subject…So fasten your seatbelt.”
John D. Beckett, Chairman, The Beckett Companies, author of Loving Monday, from the
Foreword to Dr. Overman’s book, God’s Pleasure At Work

“God’s Pleasure At Work changed my negative attitude concerning the numerous daily problems of
my managerial position to accepting them as positive challenges through a better understanding of
the biblical worldview.”
Dr. Richard McCoy, Clinical Professor and Chair,
University of Washington School of Dentistry

“While worldview language is being used all over the Christian world, it is rare to find such a terrific
worldview resource which helps Christians understand, interact, and engage the real world of their
everyday lives. Christian worldview ideas should have consequences in our day to day lives with our
day to day decisions. Christian and Kathy Overman, and their ministry Worldview Matters, and
especially their seminar ‘God’s Pleasure At Work’ does this.”
John Stonestreet, President, The Chuck Colson Center for Christian Worldview

“Revolutionary!”
Dr. Jeff Myers, President, Summit Ministries

“Overman’s gifting in the area of education is readily apparent. He exhibits a rare ability to take
concepts and make them practical; a true teacher. He supplies the student with carefully crafted tools
to aid in connecting one’s worldview with one’s values, behavior, and mission. There is an abundance
of materials available on the market today dealing with a biblical worldview, however, few emphasize
the practical aspects to guide the reader toward living in accordance with it.
Overman’s materials do so very succinctly.”
Kevin Staley, Network Administrator, AC Controls Company, Inc.

“The real-world models gave the course irrefutable credibility.”
seminar participant

”If I had taken this course years ago, I’d still have my business.”
seminar participant

For Amazon.com reviews of Dr. Overman’s book, Assumptions That Affect
Our Lives, go to:
http://www.amazon.com/Assumptions-that-Affect-Our-Lives/productreviews/0974342572/ref=sr_1_1_cm_cr_acr_img?ie=UTF8&showViewpoints=1

